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Abstract: CORBA as a standardized object-based middleware for distributed computing still
lacks sufficient support for mobility and replication, although there are several proposals to inte-
grate these mechanisms.AspectIXis a more flexible and more open architecture than CORBA,
butAspectIX is still fully CORBA compliant.

Unlike CORBA with its static client-server relationship,AspectIXuses the concept of distrib-
uted objects. Each distributed object is represented by at least one local part, called fragment,
that communicates with other fragments to synthesize the desired behaviour. The fragment
implementation that is actually used depends on nonfunctional aspects which are specified on
the distributed object via a typed interface.

Based on this modelAspectIXprovides a single mechanism that is especially suited to realize
both: mobility and replication.

1 Introduction

CORBA as a standardized object-based middleware for distributed computing has gained high
interest over the past few years. Nevertheless, the standard and especially current implementa-
tions still lack sufficient support for replication and mobility which are of crucial importance in
large distributed systems.AspectIXis a more flexible and more open architecture than CORBA,
but still remains fully CORBA compliant. ThereforeAspectIXapplications can freely interact
with other CORBA applications using standard protocols like GIOP.

Unlike CORBA with its static client-server relationship,AspectIXuses the concept of distrib-
uted objects. Each distributed object is represented by at least one local part, called fragment,
that communicates with other fragments to synthesize the desired behaviour. This local frag-
ment can carry more semantics than a simple CORBA stub and can be replaced at runtime by
another fragment to fulfill the application’s requirements, possibly based on information about
the current environment. The fragment implementation that is actually used depends on non-
functional aspects which are specified at the distributed object and configured via a typed inter-
face.

This position paper will show howAspectIXcan support mobility and replication using distrib-
uted objects and a configuration interface for nonfunctional aspects. The paper is organized as
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follows: Section 2 describes theAspectIXarchitecture. Section 3 illustrates how the architecture
can be used to realize replication and mobility. Section 4 will give our conclusion.

2 TheAspectIX Architecture

From the outside, anAspectIXimplementation looks like a standard CORBA implementation
[OMG98]. There are location transparent names for objects (in CORBA: Interoperable Object
References, IORs), which are converted to a local object referring to the distributed object. In
CORBA the local object is a stub that delegates invocations to a so called server object.

Unlike CORBA, theAspectIXarchitecture adopts a fragmented object model similar toFrag-
mented Objectsfrom INRIA [MGN+94] and Globe from the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
[SHT97]. A distributed object consists of several so called fragments, which can interact (see
Fig. 2.1). A client of the object always has at least one of these fragments in its local address
space.

A fragment could be a simple stub (as in CORBA), which is created on the client side. The stub
may connect to another fragment (in CORBA: the server object) that holds the object’s func-
tionality. On the other hand, fragments at the client side can be more intelligent. An intelligent
fragment may hide the replication of the distributed-object’s state, it may realize real-time con-
straints on the communication channel to another fragment, it may cache some of the object’s
data, and it may locally implement some of the object’s functionality, just to name a few possi-
bilities.

AspectIXextends CORBA in the sense that we adopt CORBA’s IDL for multiple language sup-
port and CORBA’s ORB and object interfaces for CORBA compliance. Thus, the local fragment
of a distributed object provides an interface described in CORBA IDL. When a fragment is cre-
ated, e.g. as a result parameter of a method invocation, the ORB creates two local objects in the
desired target language: a fragment interface and a fragment implementation (see Fig. 2.2).

The fragment interface is a generic object that is automatically generated during the develop-
ment process. It only depends on the IDL description of the distributed object’s interface and its
main purpose is to delegate method calls to the fragment implementation. In the simplest case,
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the implementation does nothing more than a remote method invocation, thus the combination
of interface and implementation object realizes the same semantics as a traditional CORBA
stub.

The separation into fragment implementation and fragment interface allows to exchange the
fragment implementation without loosing the validity of the client’s reference. Moreover, there
can be different interface objects sharing the same implementation object similar to [DM92],
which allows to distinguish between internal interfaces needed for communication between
fragments and external interfaces offered to the client application.

A distributed object consists of at least one fragment, but can be extended by additional frag-
ments at runtime, which not necessarily have to be in distinct address spaces (see Fig. 2.1). As
far as needed, communication between these fragments is done via standardAspectIXcommu-
nication mechanisms.

Nonfunctional aspects (similar to [KLM+97]) can be specified via a typed configuration inter-
face. This specification determines which local fragment implementation represents the distrib-
uted object. When the aspect specification changes at runtime and cannot be satisfied by the cur-
rently active implementation, it is transparently exchanged by another one. As there can be more
than one fragment of the same distribute object in one address space, it is also possible to have
different aspect specifications coexisting at the same time.

3 Support for Mobility and Replication

Realizing mobility and replication with this architecture is straight forward by extending and
shrinking the distributed object.

In case of replication the distributed object (Fig. 3.1①) is simply extended by an additional frag-
ment which just acts as a replica (Fig. 3.1②). Nevertheless this replica represents still the same
distributed object, i.e. it is transparent to the client application (e.g. Address Space B in Fig. 3.1)
whether it accesses a remote object (Address Space A in Fig. 3.1) or a local replica. It is the task
of the replica to implement the specified consistency model communicating with the other frag-
ments using standardAspectIX communication mechanisms.

For mobility, we first use the same mechanism as for replication, i.e., we extend the distributed
object with a new fragment at the destination site. After transferring the whole state from the
original fragment to the new one, the old fragment can be replaced by a simple stub acting as a
forwarding entity (Fig. 3.1③). If no further communication to the distributed object is required
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from the original site, the fragment on this site can be deleted; this results in a migration of the
distributed object (Fig. 3.1④). To the client application, this migration is atomic as it only sees

the distributed object not its interior fragments that might be in an intermediate state.

Neither the decision whether an object has to be replicated or migrated, nor the choice of the
implementation necessary to realize the desired behaviour have to be done by the client appli-
cation. Instead the client specifies properties e.g. the required consistency level in form of so
calledAspects[KLM+97]. It is the task of the distributed object to decide if the current imple-
mentation can satisfy these properties or whether it has to be replaced, e.g., to replace a simple
stub by a local replica. It also chooses the implementation that can fulfill the requirements best,
based on information of the distribution of objects, on the load on different sites, or on costs and
performance of available network connections.

4 Conclusion

This paper describes the basic ideas ofAspectIX, a new middleware architecture that extends
CORBA, although remaining fully compliant. By using a model of distributed objects consist-
ing of several fragments instead of a client-server model,AspectIXis capable of transparently
integrating mechanisms like replication and mobility. Nonfunctional properties like replication
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strategies, consistency models, etc. can be specified in the application via aspects and can result
in dynamic and transparent exchanges of implementations.
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